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Smithsonian Handbooks are the most visually appealing guides on the natural world in the book

marketplace. Featuring more than 500 full-color illustrations and photographs, along with detailed

annotations, Smithsonian Handbooks make identification easy and accurate.
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I was disappointed at how few pages there were, but I suppose that is my fault for not reading the

full description. I bought this as a gift for a horse lover, and he didn't seem to mind that it was so

shirt. For being an "ultimate" book I thought it would include his favorite horse (pinto), but it didn't.

Overall, it was okay, but I would never consider this an ultimate sticker book.

I wanted a book for my 3 yr old. He loves horses and talking about them. This was a perfect horse

book, for him. Great stickers and pictures with a little info.

This was for my 4 year old granddaughter for Christmas - she loves horses and sticker books so

this was a no-brainer for her!

Bought 2 of these -- one for my daughter's 9th birthday and for her friend's birthday. They are both



horse-crazy!

This is a wonderful sticker book. It features a wealth of stickers of the different types of horses. And

the stickers are mostly in the middle and then in the back. The stickers are of a nice and big size.

And they are very realistic in appearance. The pages feature the silhouettes of the horses and one

has to study a bit to figure out where to place the sticker, but that is part of the fun. My 23- month

old nephew loves horses and he loved the stickers in this book, especially the really big ones! It

makes for a wonderful combination of entertainment and education. A highly recommend this

collection.

Great book for the horse crazy kid. Loads of information for young and old. I enjoyed being able to

learn with my daughter about the different breeds. Even having been in the equine industry for 10+

years, there was some new information for me too.

Great pictures combined with educational descriptions make this a great gift for children who love

horses. I gave each of my granddaughters one of these books and they keep them occupied for

hours of travel.

JUNK. Sticker names do not match up with horse names. We got this for a young child (8) who

struggled to match up the horse stickers with their corresponding spots in the book. Some of them

used alternate names that only a horse person would be familiar with, not a child who just likes

ponies! Match up the actual shapes, you say? Some of them are so similar that it is hard to

differentiate, even for an adult.Lastly, the stickers don't stick well at all.We really expected more out

of a product with the DK brand attached to it. Live and learn.
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